
PDF Catalogs from Structured Data

What Is AcePrint?
AcePrint is a powerful PDF generation tool which takes 
the pain out of creating printed catalogs from structured 
application data.

Better Than Desktop Publishing (DTP)
InDesign® and QuarkXpress® are great publishing tools, but 
they have steep learning curves and cannot easily han-
dle common automotive catalog requirements such as 
complex automated pagination, long tables and repeat-
ed footnotes. With AcePrint, once you define the catalog, 
anyone can produce final, print-ready PDFs with the press 
of a button.

Powerful Typesetting
Good looking catalogs demand more than simple “report 
writer” functionality. That’s why AcePrint includes profes-
sional typesetting features such as character pair-kerning, 
advanced justification, circled and squared footnotes, real 
leader dots, hanging indents, letterspacing, superscripts, 
subscripts, shrink-to-fit, unicode fonts and rotated type.

Powerful Tables
Create complex “Application Table” sections from struc-
tured, pre-sorted data files. You have complete control 
over placement, headings, borders, fills, footnote refer-
ences, embedded tag processing, in-cell images, grouping, 
keep logic, conditional layouts, empty value display, 
auto-spanning, wrapped footnotes, etc.

Powerful Pagination
Support complex page formats including newspaper-style 
columns, multi-level running heads (with continued logic), 
telltale heads, mirrored margins, tumb tabs, multi-refer-
enced footnotes, page-specific justification, folio place-
ment, conditional layouts, watermarks and much more. 

AcePrint

Powerful PDF Features
Embed TrueType and OpenType fonts. Lock-down your 
document content to protect proprietary information 
so it cannot be extracted and used for other purposes. 
Automatically create “Bookmarks” for Sections and Make/
Model or other groupings. Include PDF metadata.

Build Entire Catalogs
AcePrint lets you define the entire document including 
cover, table of contents, marketing pages (via merged 
PDFs), indexes, application and numerical sections, so 

creating the catalog is a simple, one-step process.

Illustrated Sections
We’ve made it really simple to create grid-based 
illustrated sections. Just select an image “manifest file” 
(along with the image directory), set up the layout and 
watch it create beautiful pages.

Simple Pricing Schedule
Licensing is based on the number of catalogs you need to 
create. Call for pricing.
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